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The Porn Project is a fringe art campaign to get people talking about porn. 

For these ten days, we’re using art to walk a line that is collectively neither pro nor anti porn, but that instead celebrates diverse desires, bodies, sex and erotica, while at the same time refusing misogyny & racism – whether the repetition of narrow ideas about ‘normal’ sexuality, or explicit gender- & race-based violence. Committed to values & politics of participation, the campaign is set to be broad and greatly varied with over fifty contributors of paint, poster, video, illustration, dance, guerrilla action, talks, installation, live performance, film and more. By the public, in the public, for the public. Shizzam.
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Facebook ‘The Porn Project’ – Instagram ‘#ThePornProject’



Misogyny is so hot right now?

These days porn is consumed at really 
high rates. Nearly a third of Internet 
traffic is for porn sites, which receive 
450 million unique visitors each 
month. That’s nearly 50 percent more than Netflix, Amazon and Twitter 
combined. It’s also readily accessible to heaps of people of all different 
ages, bits, shapes, colours and propensities. 
Despite this consumption, porn is still a taboo topic in the public eye. 
Creating a silence that is not-okay: a lot of mainstream porn continues to 
have extremely fucked up gender & race politics.

Politics = how power is 
distributed and wielded in society. 
This involves squishing our 
bodies and lives into categories – 

dividing us along dubious lines of ‘gender’, ‘sex’, ‘sexuality’, ‘race’, ‘nation’ 
– that are then tossed into hierarchies. Giving Some more power than 
Others. 
And such squishing & tossing is repeated over & over & over again. So 
much so that the power differences they result in start to seem natural 
and inevitable. So much so that it’s hard to even see this all happening 
right under our sexy little noses. As well as in our sexy little feelings & 
interactions & relationships & thoughts & practices.
And mainstream porn is one of the (many) mechanisms in society that 
does all this. It reproduces categories and hierarchies based on gender 
and race where narrow ideas of masculinity & whiteness & straightness 
rule supreme. And non-masculinity & non-whiteness & non-straightness 
do not measure up. 
This supremacy is in part played out through gender-based violence; 
depicted in nearly 90 percent of mainstream porn. …Slapping, hitting, 
hair-pulling, choking, double penetration, arse-to-mouth, throat-
fucking, hetero/sexist slurs... While these practices might not be 
inherently violent, we view everything in life through a cultural lens. 
And to date, in our world, this lens is scratched with an ongoing fear 
of, hatred toward and abuse against women and queers. Intention aside, 
mainstream porn Effectively helps to put gender-based violence out there 
as desired and desirable.
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Tuesday, August 13th 
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Method & Manners – noon to 8pm – exhibit, Mi Casa, inc. Anne-Sophie Adelys, Anna Dean & Daif King,
 George Hajian, Pritika Lal, Elliot Stewart, Gabriella Trussardi,
 Piupiu-Maya Turei, Daniel Ward, Alexa Wilson, Fats White & more
Site TBC – noon – street action, DuCu (Dress Up Clean Up)
New Zealand Prostitutes Collective – noon to 3pm – Open Day
Method & Manners – 6pm – talk & discussion, Shifty, w. Edward Bennett, The Porn Project contributors & 
more

Wednesday, August 14th
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Method & Manners – noon to 8pm – exhibit, Mi Casa, inc. Anne-Sophie Adelys, Anna Dean & Daif King,
 George Hajian, Pritika Lal, Elliot Stewart, Gabriella Trussardi,
 Piupiu-Maya Turei, Daniel Ward, Alexa Wilson, Fats White & more
Site TBC – noon – street action, DuCu (Dress Up Clean Up)
New Zealand Prostitutes Collective – noon to 3pm – Open Day
Alleluya – 7pm – performance poetry, Hard Tongues, w. Romy Hooper & Jess Holly Bates

Thursday, August 15th 
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Site TBC – noon – street action, DuCu (Dress Up Clean Up)
Myers Park (near St Kevin’s Arcade) – noon to 4pm – performance, Isobel In The Park, w. Isobel Dryburgh

Friday, August 16th 
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Site TBC – noon – street action, DuCu (Dress Up Clean Up)
Co.Space POPup – 5pm to 9pm – exhibit, Explict:Implicit, w. Elspeth Fougere, Amelia Hitchcock,
 Suzanne Insley, Audrey Baldwin, Soleil Launiere & more
Co.Space POPup – 5pm to 9pm – installation, The Lady Garden, w. Virginia Kennard

Saturday, August 17th 
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Co.Space POPup – noon to 5pm – exhibit, Explict:Implicit, w. Elspeth Fougere, Amelia Hitchcock,
 Suzanne Insley, Audrey Baldwin, Soleil Launiere & more
Co.Space POPup – noon to 5pm – installation, The Lady Garden, w. Virginia Kennard
Co.Space POPup – 7:30pm – live performance, Exhibitionists, w. Intentional Space

Sunday, August 18th 
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Co.Space POPup – 2pm – panel discussion, Explicit Details, w. Aime Wee, Tessa Clews, Bianca Beebe & more



$
According to industry-insiders, this shift to more aggressive 
porn is done in the name of The Market. Worth over $NZ30 
billion each year, producers are gagging (well, making other 
people gag) to compete for their share. Producers that are 
overwhelmingly male, white, straight…
WTF kind of world do we live in where depictions of 
humiliation and assault make things more profitable (for 
Some)? Not to mention one where men are increasingly 
represented as misogynists. And as having an insatiable sex 
drive that overrides Everything & Everyone, including themselves.

The supremacy of masculinity, straightness and whiteness is also 
played out through the repetition of entirely predictable yet no less 
violent ideas about race. As you may notice in this campaign – where 
whiteness appears to have emerged as an implicit norm – a lot of work 
looks at sexuality with gender but overlooks how it also circulates with 
race. Yet constructions of white ‘versus’ brown or black sexualities were 
(are) central to an imperialist mind-set and so are especially significant 
in our here ye South Pacific colony. 

…Brown&BlackWomen were (are) 

constructed as hypersexual and 

therefore ‘unrapeable’ (used to 

deny the widespread use of rape in 

colonisation, slavery and war)…

…Brown&BlackMen were (are) 

also constructed as hypersexual and 

therefore dangerous and animalistic 

(used to justify any sort of ‘civilising’ 

mission and excuse the use of 

violence)…

…WhiteWomen were (are) constructed 

as having a sexuality that is passive, 

pure and demanding protection (their 

bodies kept for reproducing and 

therefore whitening the human race)… 

Thursday, August 8th 
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Victoria Skate Park – noon – street action, DuCu (Dress Up Clean Up)

Friday, August 9th 
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Victoria Skate Park – noon – street action, DuCu (Dress Up Clean Up)
Method & Manners – 7pm – Opening Party w. Priya Sami, Hana Aoake, Bright Child,
 Tourettes & Double Dipp

Saturday August 10th 
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Method & Manners – noon to 8pm – exhibit, Mi Casa, inc. Anne-Sophie Adelys, Anna Dean & Daif King,
 George Hajian, Pritika Lal, Elliot Stewart, Gabriella Trussardi,
 Piupiu-Maya Turei, Daniel Ward, Alexa Wilson, Fats White & more
Alleluya – 1pm – street action, GenderSmash

Sunday, August 11th 
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Method & Manners – noon to 8pm – exhibit, Mi Casa, inc. Anne-Sophie Adelys, Anna Dean & Daif King,
 George Hajian, Pritika Lal, Elliot Stewart, Gabriella Trussardi,
 Piupiu-Maya Turei, Daniel Ward, Alexa Wilson, Fats White & more
Method & Manners – 5pm – screening & analysis, What the Misogyny What the Racism,
 w. Rachel Jane Liebert

Monday, August 12th
Corner Window Gallery – 24hours – w. Erin Forsyth & Sylvie Chasteau
Alleluya – 10am to 1pm – breast ‘sip-in’ and discussion, Indecent Exposure
Method & Manners – noon to 8pm – exhibit, Mi Casa, inc. Anne-Sophie Adelys, Anna Dean & Daif King,
 George Hajian, Pritika Lal, Elliot Stewart, Gabriella Trussardi,
 Piupiu-Maya Turei, Daniel Ward, Alexa Wilson, Fats White & more
Site TBC – noon – street action, DuCu (Dress Up Clean Up)
New Zealand Prostitutes Collective – noon to 3pm – Open Day

PROGRAM



“Ghetto whores try white cock”, “Lil Chica’s tits bounce when she fucks”

(What does it mean when women are shown as ‘asking for It’ or ‘secretly wanting It’?)

And you can see the circulation of these figures in porn. Racist stereotypes 
are prolific –

– and while white women are all Sex-In-The-City-sassy, their liberated 
bodies and practices are ultimately pacified.
Meanwhile TheWhiteMan is heard and not seen; his head is cut off and/
or he is behind the camera, giving commands. Everything is seen through 
his eyes and rotates around his pleasure. Un-named, an all-allusive-and-
all-powerful white male sexuality becomes the invisible standard against 
which all else is judged.
That’s not to say that the individual people who are playing these 
roles don’t know what’s going on. For some it’s almost a satire, some a 
strategic exploitation of our social (hetero/sexist, racist) fantasies to 
make money, some both of these things, some neither. But the collective 
effect of all this acting is the real-life 
repetition of gender- and race-based 
hierarchies. 

Which brings us to the tricky 
topic of desire. Take this recent 
oh-so-delights quote from the dear Prime Minister John Key: 
“Pornography is really in the eyes of what the individual thinks. There 
are some extreme examples I think most of us could agree on but then 
there would be a wide range of views in the community. It would be the 
same thing with racism – something that I might find racist you might 
not and so I think its one of those things that’s highly subjective.”

So if Some people laugh or cum at Something it makes it okay?
(Albeit not surprisingly for Señor Key) this logic, which reduces 
everything to the individual, is odd, dangerous and reeks of neoliberalism. 
Our current political-cum-cultural regime treasures the idea of personal 
choice & freedom above all else. Denying that we are all awesomely 
dependent on, and responsible for, one another. 
And that what personally gets us off is always dripping with context: 
what Society wants (expects, demands) from us, the access we have to 
different sexual roles and scripts, power dynamics that do not stop at the 
bedroom (kitchen, laundry, car, office) door. 

…masculinity and femininity?
…yourself and your sexuality?

…cultures/races/ethnicities other than your own?
…the men, women and people in your life? 

OH! And while you’re 
doing that, how do these 

pieces invite you to think/
feel/chat about…



QUE?

JUST BECAUSE SOMETHING 
INVOLVES 
NUDITY OR 
SEX DOES 
NOT MEAN 
THAT IT IS 
SUBVERSIVE.

If porn is one of the (many) 
mechanisms in society for doing 
these politics, it is also one of the 
(many) mechanisms in our society 
for undoing these politics. And, as 
per, the mainstream could learn a 
lot if they paused, listened and let 
the margins lead.

Debates around porn have a tense history. Particularly notorious 
was the ‘sex wars’ during feminism. TheAntiPornPeople named the 
ways in which porn was misogynist and racist and called for State 
intervention. TheProPornPeople were not-so-into the idea of State 
getting all-the-more all up in our bits and saw the revolutionary 
potential of porn. As a space to subvert standardized stereotypes 
& scripts about sex, porn was thought to offer a site to celebrate & 
imagine diverse – and more emancipated – bodies & sexualities.
These ‘anti’ and ‘pro’ positions have typically been framed as 
oppositional. Not only does this framing assume that all porn is the 
same (hell no!), it shuts down conversation between the two. Yet, 
holding hands, they create a really generative dialogue on how we 
can move towards a more radical porn culture.

(Why is it that pieces 

involving nudity or sex – 

whether in the name of 

erotica, art or activism – are 

most accepted when the bodies 

are white, young, cis-gendered, 

able-bodied, slim, hairless?)

THIS BIT’S IMPORTANT:

Radical as in not conservative. As in not simply conserving 
the status quo. As in not channeling our sexualities into 
patriarchy, capitalism and, well, global imperialism.

THE PORN PROJECT
So 

is about creating a space for this kind of dialogue.

And doing this in ways that are creative, grassroots and 

participatory. We put out a call for contributions and 

accepted all submissions. We then thought about how 

to use this (sometimes colliding, sometimes colluding) 

collection to build and protect a space of discomfort 

& care, seriousness & play, traction & ambivalence, 

critique & imagination.

Complexity + messiness + diversity = a fertile ground 

for making change. In this case, for making porn more 

sweet for more of us.

So, thanks for coming!


